Food Packaging Rebranding Assistance for Vegetable Products of OkeFarm Neglasari Women Farmer Group
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Abstract: Packaging is one of the aspects that affecting the trust of consumers to a product. As a small enterprise, OkeFarm Neglasari Women Farmer had no packaging expert. The aim of this community service is to provide a good packaging to help them gaining new consumers. Community service was conducted by CBR (Community Based research). The community involved in packaging rebranding, developed by market analysis methods and adjusted to the financial ability of the community. The finalized designs were tested to packaging acceptance test by mean questioner methods. Rebranding resulted 30 new loyal consumers, 25 of them responded to the questioners. 76% of the new consumers were females and 24% of it were males. Most of the new consumers were at age range 31-35 years old (44%) and 26-30 years old (36%). The rebranding effective to attract consumers with income range 3.1-6 million IDR (40%), and 6.1-9 million IDR (24%). The new food packaging brand significantly increased the acceptance of vegetables products.
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Introduction

OkeFarm Neglasari is a women farmer group assisted by Human Initiative and PT Paragon Technology and Innovation, producing organic vegetables cultivated on their unused area in their yard. The program has been guided by ICTS (Inovation Center for Tropical Science) in the vegetables production. They have been succeeded in producing fresh vegetables, but they still using simple packaging for their product. This leads to the uneven quality of the vegetables product and the trust of the consumers. Packaging is important element for the consumer buying behavior. The more information and the more attractive the design of the packaging will affect consumer final decision whether they will buy a product or not. Color, typography, and the design not only affecting purchasing decision of consumers, but also having ripple effect, an effect where consumer

not just being loyal to the product, but will also promote others to buy the product\textsuperscript{2}

Figure 1. Food Packaging of OkeFarm Neglasari Women Farmer Before Rebranding

Brand was defined as a set of attributes designed to create awareness and identity, and to build reputation of a product from a company. Brand is very important to differentiate the product form its competitors, reducing the number of perceived substitutes in the marketplace, increasing price elasticity, and improving profits\textsuperscript{3}. Packaging is very associated with packaging. Rebranding of food packaging “Roti Kecik Ganep” from Surakarta shown that by better packaging, it will affect the popularity and marketing of the product\textsuperscript{4}. Design, color, and information attached on packaging is very important in food packaging rebranding. Giving calm color, applying simpler design, and simplify the information proved increasing the acceptance of Fera's Legit Food Product\textsuperscript{5}. Labelling, packaging, and marketing are the easiest way of rebranding especially for Small and Medium Enterprise (SME). In Monjok, Selaparang, Mataram, West Nusatenggara, this method proven to set consumers to believe that there was increase of quality of the food product\textsuperscript{6}. Rebranding can be done by changing the slogan, logo, name, color, and packaging\textsuperscript{7}.


\textsuperscript{3} Tanya Sammut-Bonnici, “Brand and Branding,” 2014.


\textsuperscript{5} Anthony Halim, Elisabeth Christine Yuwono, and Bambang Mardiono, “Perancangan Re-Branding Produk Fera’s Legit” (Petra Christian University, 2016).


\textsuperscript{7} Basit Ali et al., “Investigating the Impact of Corporate Rebranding on Customer Satisfaction:}

...
In rebranding, defining the right target for the market is the key for the success. Many factors affect the consumer target. In Europe, logo and labelling affected the acceptance of food product in market. Food product labelled with environmental friendly, healthy, and organic were preferred. The packaging design also affecting the acceptance of food product. In Asia, aesthetic design was more prominent in capturing consumers. The symbolic design however, was more promising in terms of improving the spread and sharing possibility from mouth to mouth or in social media. The dimension of the product was not significantly affect the acceptance of food product.

The price of the product also become one of preeminent factors in acceptance of food product. Women proven to be more sensitive to price compared to men. Beside price, the age also affecting the buying behavior. Age of 25-34 were more consumptive compared to others. The choose of color will differ depend on the market segment. Pastel color were preferred in men, while women preferred brighter color. The acceptance of bright color of yellow, pink, to purple were very low in male consumers.

Unfortunately, OkeFarm Neglasari still not having human resource compatible in analyzing these factors.

Vegetable products described as food products obtained from plants, consisted fresh part of plants which, either raw, cooked, canned or processed in some other way, provide suitable human nutrition. Consumption of Vegetable Products in Indonesia was very low. In 2017, the daily intake of fruit and vegetable products of Indonesian were less than 173 grams a day. Recommended daily intake of fruit and vegetable products was 400 grams a day. However, the consumption of vegetable products predicted to increase in 2045. The consumption of vegetable products was high especially in satellite and urban areas, where swamp cabbage was the consumed vegetables in 2017. Fresh vegetables were popular in people with mid to high income. However, these market segments were very conscious in brand packaging of the food products. That’s why this

---


community service was very important for the sustainability of OkeFarm Neglasari Products.

Method

The subject for this community service is OkeFarm Neglasari Women Farmer Group located in Neglasari Village, Dramaga, Bogor Residence, West Java. Neglasari is a vegetable producing village, well known for their yard field vegetable production. Unfortunately, the vegetables transaction still dominated by middlemen, so the price is very low. Community service was conducted Community Based Research (CBR). Community was involved directly to map their problems especially regarding packaging material and in formulating options to solve their problems. Steps of treatments that being done in this community service was written in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Product Survey</td>
<td>Direct Observation</td>
<td>Community aware about the advantage and disadvantage of their packaging and product condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Market Targeting</td>
<td>Bustanul Arifin (2108)</td>
<td>Together with team from Politeknik Negeri Media Kreatif, Community set the Market Map for their product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Packaging Rebranding and Redesign</td>
<td>Literature Review</td>
<td>New Packaging Brand and Raw Design developed by Community assisted by Politeknik Negeri Media Kreatif’s team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Packaging Finalization</td>
<td>FGD</td>
<td>Final Design to penetrate Market Map designed by Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Packaging Acceptance Test</td>
<td>Questioners Method</td>
<td>Data of Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Statistical Analysis</td>
<td>SPSS</td>
<td>Data interpretation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result

Product survey conducted on 12th December 2020. From the observation it was found that although the vegetables had been produced and managed properly, there still no standard in packaging. Packaging still conducted in whatever packaging material available in market. Identity attached with sticker that being stuck in plastic package and paper package. Since there was variety in packaging material, there was variety in...
packaging material. It also affected the shelf life of the vegetable products.

Figure 2. Example of Vegetables Product that Been Harvested

The post harvested management of the product was conducted under regular condition. However, certain procedures had been set, like washing hands and feet before touching the harvested product, and compulsory to wear masker. Some products were washed to remove the dirt and contaminants, but some product like tomatoes and chilies were freshly packed.

Figure 3. Post-Harvest Management Neglasari’s Vegetable Products

Figure 3. Variety of Packaging Condition in Neglasari Women Farmer Group
Bustanul Arifin (2018) modelling shown that fresh and healthy vegetable products should be marketed in consumers with middle and above income. Unfortunately based on data collected from Neglasari demography map, it shown that most of Neglasari residents were having middle to low income. 20.62% of the residents were unemployed, 21.65% still uneducated. The only area with promising marketing prospect were “Perumahan IPB”, and offices area along Dramaga Nasional Street.

Packaging trend in 2020 demand simplicity. Material wise, consumer demand more nature friendly material. However, protection is still prioritized among other factors\textsuperscript{15}. Based on this result, we decided to use High Impact PET and PP (Polypropylenes) as the packaging material. We used latin typography and combination of green, white, and black color to represents nature, power, and purity.

\textit{Figure 4. New Packaging Brand and Design for Neglasari Women Farmer Group Vegetable Products}

After design alternatives were drafted, Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was held on 12\textsuperscript{th} December 2020. Since the pandemic Covid-19 was reaching its peak, FGD was held online by Zoom. The FGD attended by Team from Polimedia, representative of Human Initiative (HI), and representatives of Neglasari Women Farmer group. The factors that being discussed here was the design, and whether it suit the monetary condition of the Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) or not. Design wise, they were agreed with PET design, because it represent their ideality to stay strong with limited resources they had. The green color was also representing the product they produce that was vegetables. The addition wanted in this FGD is addition of Human Initiative’s symbol on the packaging. The producing price also found in the range of the ability of SME’s budget. For the PET

For the PP packaging design, the application of *doodle* was accepted. However, they want to apply the new Neglasari Farm logo that being applied on PET packaging to replace the “B” symbol in PP design. Besides that, “B” can be interpreted in many things, that’s why it was considered not represent any aspect from Neglasari Women Farmer group. This packaging also considered cheap because for each packaging, it only cost Rp. 750,-. The only problem was that minimum order for this packaging was 1000 pcs. In other word, in one packaging production batch it will cost Rp. 750000,-. The amount however worth the expenditure.
In packaging acceptance test, we only analyst data from new repeat buyer who fill the questioner properly before and after treatment. 30 respondents stated that they will be a loyal and repeat buyers, but only 25 fill the questioners properly. Results of acceptance test was shown as bellow.

**Figure 7. Sex Profile of Correspondents**

Female were prominent as new costumers. From the data above we can see that 76% of the new repeat buyers were female, meanwhile only 24% of the new repeat buyers were male.

**Figure 8. Age Profile of New Consumers**

New consumers were dominated by people in age range 31-35 years old. 44% of new consumers came from this age range, while 36% were people with age range 26-30 years old. Consumers with age range 35-36 and 46-50 year old were 8 % respectively, while consumers with age range 20-25 years old only 4 %.
Most of new loyal consumers had income ranged from 3.01 till 6 million IDR. 40% of the new loyal consumers came from income range 3.01-6 million IDR. 24% came from income range 9.01-12 million IDR. Both consumers with income range more than 12 million and 1-3 million IDR made up 12% of new consumers respectively. 8% of the consumers had profile income range 6.01-9 million IDR, while only 4% of it had income range less than 1 million IDR.

Packaging acceptance test conducted using 5 scale reference method. The most negative result given 0 point while the most positive result scored 5. How the packaging attract the new consumers was shown in table 2.

**Table. 2 Respondent’s Reference for Attractiveness of Packaging**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respond</th>
<th>Score Before rebranding</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Score After rebranding</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%), Before rebranding</th>
<th>Percentage (%), After rebranding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very attractive</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unattractive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very unattractive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before packaging rebranding, only 16% of respondents consider that the packaging was very attractive, while 32% of it considered that the packaging attractive. Most of respondents gave neutral responds to the packaging (52%). After rebranding however,
the results change dramatically. 64% respondents thought that the packaging was very attractive, while 36% of it considered it attractive. The acceptance of the product increase.

To understand how much the packaging acceptance increase, we conduct T test statistical analysist to analyses packaging acceptance before and after rebranding. The result was shown in table 3.

Table 3. T Test Analysis Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Overall acceptability of packaging before treatment</th>
<th>Overall acceptability score after treatment</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebranding of Packaging</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD at 5%</td>
<td>0.043*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Different significantly

Overall acceptability of packaging before rebranding was 3.64 (tent to neutral), while after rebranding overall acceptability score was 4.64 (tend to very attractive). The rebranding proven to increase the acceptability of the products significantly.

Discussion

International Finance Corporation of World Bank Group in 2016 reported that women Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) contributed to 9.1% of Indonesian GDP. Women owned SME were 16% more profitable than man owned SME. Unfortunately, Loans, Distribution, and Savings still became biggest hurdle for Women Based SME. In term of distribution, women based SME need more assistant especially in packaging to ensure the quality of their products. Packaging is important to target a proper market and to penetrate middle and upper income society. For Food and vegetable product, simple, fresh, but providing a good protection were found will gave higher attraction for new consumers with middle to upper income. Our final packaging design arranged with this concern so the final packaging brand used a visible packaging material to let the product sell itself. Icon added in shape of small doodles as a sweetener and emphasis was focused on the new products logo.

---

Women were less optimistic than men; they exhibit higher levels of risk-aversion; and they have higher cognitive-processing than men\textsuperscript{17}. 76\% of new consumers were women meant that new rebranding succeeds to fulfil all the high recruitment set by new women consumers. Although women harder to convinced in buying new products, once they put their trust on a product, they show more loyalty compared to men consumers\textsuperscript{18}.

Purchasing power of fresh fruit and vegetables was high especially for students since they still need all the good benefit contained in fruit and vegetables for their growth. No wonder, most of consumers of fresh fruit and vegetables were young families, couple in age 30-35\textsuperscript{19}. Parents with children from juvenile till teenagers had been targeted as market and promotion for fresh fruit and vegetables by FAO since 2015\textsuperscript{20}. That’s why the new consumers after packaging dominated with consumers with age ranged 31-35 years old.

After rebranding, new consumers mostly come from people with age ranged 3.01-6 million IDR. Fresh fruits and vegetables were recommended by WHO. Unfortunately, only the upper 36\% income of population of the world were available to fulfil the recommendation. Fresh fruits and vegetables recommended to be marketed to middle and above income range. In 2019, only 40 most developed countries fulfil the needs of daily intake recommendation for fruits and vegetables\textsuperscript{21}.

The attraction of packaging affecting the market value. In Indonesia, branding and marketing were the main factor why junk food still popular especially in youth\textsuperscript{22}. Packaging affecting satisfaction, image, loyalty of costumers\textsuperscript{23}. The increase of attraction of packaging before and after rebranding proven that the community service activity had been succeed to give it remarks to Neglasari Women Farmer Group.


\textsuperscript{18} Bachana MIKAIA, “The Europeanization of Gender Equality beyond the EU: The Case of Georgia from 2012 to 2020,” 2021.

\textsuperscript{19} Ajay Yashpal, “Rural Marketing” (Vidya Books, 2021).


Conclusion

The final packaging brand for Neglasari Women Farmer Group designed by applying simple and fresh concept. Material used was PET and PP to provide good protection to vegetables products. 76% of the new consumers were females and 24% of it were males. Most of the new consumers were at age range 31-35 years old (44%) and 26-30 years old (36%). The rebranding effective to attract consumers with income range 3.1-6 million IDR (40%), and 6.1-9 million IDR (24%). The new food packaging brand significantly increased the acceptance of vegetables products.
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